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situation could easily be avoided by taking C and C' as unde
fined and defining K as C+C'. I t is doubtful, however, whether 
irredundancy of undefined ideas is an especially useful concept. 
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1. Introduction. I t is proposed to present in this paper the 
distributions of greatest variâtes, least variâtes, and intervals 
of variation, in samples of size N drawn, without replace
ment, from the population characterized by the frequency dis
tribution 

(liovx = 0, 1, 2, • • • , 6 , 
ƒ0) = < 

\0 elsewhere. 
This is a finite universe of discrete variâtes, distributed rec
tangularly. 

The distributions of various statistical parameters, in the case 
of samples from rectangular distributions, have been investi
gated by Rietzf and others,J but they have been concerned 
with continuous distributions. The two investigations most 
closely related to the contents of this paper are those of J. 
Neyman§ and E. S. Pearson, and of P. R. Rider.lf 
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